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ABSTRACT

This contribution illustrates applications for
a structured analysis method of phonemic
transcriptions. The analysis method is
based on a morpho-syllabic automata
which models the language word structure,
and identifies a set of phonological units on
a functional basis. Statistical analysis of the
structured transcriptions permits definition
of a Stochastic Phonotax, representing the
phonotactical constraints strength, and
allowing a probability value to be ascribed
to phonemic sequences, to be related to
their articulatory complexity and the
information they carry.

1. INTRODUCTION _
Phonemic transcriptions usually account
for the representation of phonotactical
constraints only from a contextual
variations point of view, quite disregarding
the timing and microprosodic aspects of the
phonetic realization. A proper description
of these phenomena should account for
their relationships with the syllabic
structure and constraints of the language.
The results illustrated in the rest of the
paper rely on a structured phonemic
transcription method [1], [2] which
explicitly accounts for the syllabic, stress
and inflectional structures of words.
Analysis of these transcriptions allows
investigation of the phonotactical
constraints embedded into the considered
structures.-
As a first result, the structural analysis
defines a set of phonological units given by
the original phonemic labels plus a set of
three indexes reflecting their functional role
in the model. These units will be indicated
as Structured Phonemic Units (SPU). The

acoustical correlates of the SPUs can be
investigated by automatic analysis of a

speech corpus for which the structured
transcription is available [3].
Acquisition of the inducted phonotactical
constraints, together with their strength, is
accomplished by gathering the statistics of
the SPU pairs occurrence within a
collection of structured transcriptions. The
SPUs transition probability matrix define a
Markov Source which has been called a
Stochastic Phonotax [4], and which is an
automaton whose states deal with the SPU
phonemic label and are connected by a
probability-weighted set of transitions.
The applications of the stochastic phonotax
as a powerful phonotactical representation
level are various. It can act as an acceptor
autornata for known phonemic sequences,
ascribing them a probability value without
any knowledge of the existing words
frequency, only on the basis of the
frequency of the SPU pairs it contains. In
this sense, it can give some insight about
the relationships between consonant
clusters articulatory complexity and their
frequency of occurrence. This relation can

be further evidenced if the information
carried by each phoneme of a string is
evaluated, so that its periodic fluctuations
due to the morphosyllabic structure of the
language is evidenwd.
A short review of the practical applications
of the phonotactical knowledge acquired
through the model is given at the end of the
paper. as for automatic speech recognition
and speech synthesis segmental quality
evaluation.

2. THE SYLLABIC MODEL
As the steps required to obtain an SPU
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Fig. 1 -_Traneit|on Diagram for the

lntrasyllabic Index donnlng SPU and FAUe

Eanscription of texts have alœÎdy been '
fully exposed earlier [1H4], only a short

review is made here.
The SPU transcription process starts from

a syllabified phonemic transcription of
texts, which is parsed according to the
states of a morpho-syllabic automaton,
resulting in the labeling of each phoneme

with a set of three indexes which indicates
their functional role within the considered
structure. Fig. 1 shown the transition
diagram for the intra-syllabic index, it
being improved with respect to previously
adopted ones [1]. ' _

A vowel falling in state number 2 is the

first phoneme in the syllable to which it

belongs, and states 4, 7 and B indicate

respectively that the syllable begins with

one, two, or three consonants. In this way,

the nature of the final consonant cluster of

closed syllables will depend on the length

of the initial consonant cluster. The other

two indexes considered are related to the

stress and intersyllabic structurezrepomnz

_if the syllable follows the lexical. word

stress (or not), and about the ordinal

number of the syllable to which the

phoneme belongs. .

An SPU transcription has been obtained

over a 12543-word long text corpus.

OOVering several areas. such as novels,

newspapers, and textbooks. After. a

statistical analysis of the SPU pairs

frequency of occurrence, a Stochastic

Phonotax made of 780 states and 3773

finitions has been built, on which the

applications described in 4 and 5 are based

3. Kennnumm—
The fin: two funcuonal' indexes" which
make the SPU definm'on, namely the intra-
syllabic and the stress ones, naturally
identify a set of Functional Allophonic'
Units (FAU) [S] for the phonemrc‘ alphabet
considered. The effects of the functional
role of a phoneme on its phonetic quality

can be investigawd by automatic
Inparticnlar. [3]reportsaboutanacoustic-
phonetic decoding system, in which

vowels are differentiated, on the basis of
theirFAUclass,asstressedcrnot.inopen
or closed syllable, or at word end; the
consonants are mainly differentiated as
being pre-vocalic or pre-consonantic.
Someofthephoneticcorrelatesmhas

duration andtypical spectrumoftheFAUs

are given in [3].

4. PHONO‘I'ACTICAL EXPLOITATION

In the following will be reported some

evaluations of the phonotactical knowledge
by the Stochastic Phonetax. First

of all, let us examine Fig. 2, where its

conditional entropy {2] is reported. as

function of the syllable ordinal number and

stress relative position, representing the

logz of the average number of ongoing

transitions for the equal-indexed

phonotactical states. As expected. word

endings are much more predictable than

word roots, and post-stress syllables bring

a quite constant (small) amount of

information.A similarplotisgiveninfig.

3, where the conditional entropy isploited

as a function of the inns-syllabic index.

Final] ,fi .4 'cstheoonmmIIIgpower.

of phznengies 31c they follow the lexical

stress or not.
As the Stochastic Phonon may also serve

as an acceptor automaton for unknown

words,eachphonemepairofnewwordsrs

scored with a probability value. so that

their product is an estimate' of the word

probability. The -lo_g2_ of the word

probability, once divrded _by the

(phonemic) word lenv‘gl‘tuh",l gives .an

' 'cation of the average .

ghfig. Sashortlistofwmds_ _ isranked

according to these two criteria. Moreover,

fig. 6showsthebehaviotnofthe 409°C

the SPU conditional probability (es. the

informative value of the new SPU) for the
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Fig. 4 - Phonotax entropy lot the phonemes as a function at the stress relative position

samelistofwordsAsitcanclearlyseen,
the information carried by phonemes varies
with a cyclic behaviour, with a ratio given
by the stress and the syllabic structures.
Moreover, the more informative phonemic
events are clearly associated with the more
articulatorly complex realizations,
characterized by a quite low frequency of
commence
Once the Stochastic Phonotax has accepted
a whole word, its average amount of
information can be evaluated on the basis
of the the information carried by its
constituent SPU, giving a measure of the
average complexity of the word. At the
same time, a global probability value for
the word can be computed, without using
any knowledge about estimated word
frequencies, but only on the basis of the
occurring SPU pairs frequency. These are
the quantities recorded in Fig. 5.

5. APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
The phonotactical knowledge acquired
through the morpho-syllabic model and onwhich the Stochastic Phonotax definition isbased is mainly quantitative, thus allowing
correct representation of the streng: of
these constraints for a language. Some
early experiments [6] dealt with recognitionofcontmuous speech, and in that case theStochastic Phonotax helped in segmentingspeech mto words, thanks simply to the

morphological knowledgeam
experiment continued in [3], in which the
microprosodic aspects tied up with the
syllabic modelling are exploited.
The capacity of the Stochastic Phonotax to
act also as a generator autonmon allows its
use for the automatic constuction of well-
formed nonsense words [4], which have
been proposed as good material for
evaluating the segmantal intelligibility of
speech produced by synthesizers.
As a final remark, the method is applicable
to any language for which a syllabified
phonemic transcription is available. For
this reason, the author encourages -
inwrestedresearchersinothercountriesto
lethimknownoftheirevenntalintenticncf
cooperation.
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